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Maintenance Schedule 

The parts must be regularly checked or replaced: 

 The germ-tight filter. See 8.5 

 The seal ring. See 8.7 and 8.8. 

 The safety valve. See8.9 

Maintenance Schedule 

Part Operator Schedule Maintenance 

Door Engineer 2 years See 8.1 

Seal ring User 1 year See 8.5 

Paper of printer User When then printer has no paper See 8.2 

Fuse Engineer When the fuse is damaged See 8.6 

Safety valve Engineer 1 year See 8.9 
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1.1 Door Tightness Adjustment 

1. Pull down adjusting lever while turning the door to adjust tightness. (As show in below picture) 

2. Turn the round door anticlockwise to tighten the door, i.e, the door will be closer to the chamber. Therefore, it needs 

more strength to turn the handle. 

3. Turn the round door clockwise to loose the door. 

 

Steps: 

1） Push down the lever a little 

2） Turning the door to an angle 

3） Release the lever 

4） Keep turning the door to a place where the door cannot move anymore. 

After the door adjustment, it needs to do a vacuum test. If there is a leakage, the user shall adjust it again. 

If the door is too loose, the sealing ring might be exploded out with a big “bang”. So, please be careful to use 

this function! 
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1.2 Change printing paper and paper feed 

Change printer paper: 

 

press “open” button of the printer to open the door. change the paper 

as the figure 1. cover the door sheet as the figure 2 ; 

  (2) 

Checking whether the paper change is correct through paper feed. 

Printer paper feed check: 

when press “LF” button once to see if the paper feed in gear; if the paper feed out of gear, the paper jammed, then change 

paper and feed again; 

If the printer paper feed correct, but where’s no data on the paper, please anti to install the pinter paper. 

 The printer paper has direction and only one side can be printed on. 
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1.3. To use disinfectant to clean the tank every week. 

1.4 To use ethyl alcohol disinfect and clean the inner surface of the 
sterilizer every month. 

1.5 Every 150 cycles, we suggest to replace the germ-tight filter. 

1.6 Replace the fuse 

（1）Disconnect power 

（2）Push screwdriver and turn the screws in anti-clockwise, and then take the fuse out. 

（3）Replace the old fuse by a new one , then turn the screws in clockwise. 

Check the parameter of new fuse if it is correct before replacement. 

1.7 Clean seal ring regularly 

For keeping a good performance of seal, the user should clean the seal ring regularly. Cleaning the seal ring by distilled 

water. If leakage still happens after clean, the user may have to replace the seal ring. 

1.8 Replace the seal ring 

Tool： 

flat screwdriver: 1 pc 

 Hold the seal ring by a hand and use another one to hold a screwdriver carefully to separate the door and the seal 

ring. Then take the seal ring out slowly. 

 After the user takes the seal ring out, clean and check it, if it is damaged, the user must replace it. 

 After the seal ring is cleaned, put it back. 
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 Attention: if the user finds it hard to put the seal ring back, use screwdriver press it carefully until it is done. 

 

1.9 Replace safety valve 

Regular check the safety valve. If the safety valve is become invalid, it must be replaced Replace 
the safety valve: 

( pic 8) 

 Removing the the part 1 in pic8, then 

removing the pipe which connect the 

safety valve. 

 Removing the screw ( part2 in pic8); 

 Replace the new safety valve. 

 The new safety valve must be the same model. If user can’t find the same safety valve, please contact with seller or 

our service department. 

 Never maintain and repair the sterilizer until the power is disconnected and it is getting cool down for 

preventing scald. Repairing the sterilizer must be done by the well trained professionals. 

Breakdown Maintenance 
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2.1 E2 Error 

The condition of “E2” appear: 

Running 134℃ program：the pressure in the chamber is over than 250 kpa (relative pressure); 

Running 121℃ program：the pressure in the chamber is over than 150 kpa (relative pressure); 

Related Parts： 

The vacuum pump 、 the air-vacuum choose valve 

Solution： 

 Pull out the pip which connect with vacuum pump’s outlet, 

 Run a vacuum test program, check the result. If the result is PASS, the air-vacuum choose valve is broken; otherwise 

the vacuum pump is broken. 

2.2 E31 Error 

The condition of “E31” appear: 

The temperature in the chamber >150℃. 

Solution： 

Replace the temperature sensor in the chamber. 

2.3 E32 Error 

The condition of “E32” appear: 

The temperature outside the heating ring>280℃. 

Related Parts： 

The temperature sensor outside the heating ring. 

Solution: 

Enter SERV menu, the password is “03115”,set TEM DIS on. Power off, power on ,Check temperature of T2. if 

T2>280℃,the sensor outside the heating ring is broken. Replace this sensor. If T2<=280℃ and T2 is very near to 280℃, 

maybe the fixing of this sensor is loose, change the place of fixing this sensor a little and fix it tight. 

2.4 E41 Error 

The condition of “E41” appear: 

In preheat period, after 8 minters, the temperature of heating ring<100℃. 
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Related Parts： 

The heating ring、the sensor outside the heating ring 

Solution: 

Check the heating ring by ohmmeter, the electric resistance of the heating ring is between 30Ω~40Ω。 

If the heating ring is off, should change the heating ring: 

Replace the heating circle, heating circle belongs to barrel assembly and when dismantling it there are the following several 

procedures 

a) Remove sight side cover, left side cover and top cover; 

b) Pull out the heating circle wise（figure 53）and inner temperature wise（figure 54） 

 

c) Remove the door lock magnet（figure 55、56） 

（55） （56） 

d) Unscrews the four bolt which use to fixing the barrel to the front panel.（figure 57、58） 

 

e) At the bottom of the sterilizer, unscrews the bolt which use to fixing the barrel to the bottom board, take out the barrel 

assembly（figure 59）. 

（ 54 ）  

（ 57 ） （ 58 ）  
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（59） 

f) Remove the asbestos covering the barrel, pull out the electric wire inserted on it, screw off the 3 internal hexagonal 

screw that fastens the heating circle and you can remove the heating circle. 

g) Get a new heating circle, remove the temperature controller and External temperature sensor on the original heating 

circle, change them to the new heating circle and make terminal according to the old heating circle. Install each part 

on the equipment according to the inverted procedure. 

If the heating ring is OK,maybe the sensor outside the heating ring is broken. Replace this sensor: 

a) Remove right side cover; 

b) Pull out all the plugs and tubes that connect with it. 

c) Touch the position of the External temperature sensor with your hand (over the water pump, see Figure 47), draw a cut 

with knife on the packing barrel, use the wrench or the sharp-nosed pliers to screw off the fixed screw and take off the 

External temperature sensor. 

（47） 

d) Get a new temperature sensor, install according to the inverted procedure 

2.5 E42 Error 

The condition of “E42” appear: 

In preheat period, after 8 minters, the temperature of steam generator<100℃. 

Related Parts： 

The heating rods、the temperature sensor of steam generator 

Solution: 

Check the heating rods by ohmmeter, the electric resistance of the heating ring is between 90Ω~105Ω。 
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If the heating rods are off, should change the heating rods: 

Replace the heating rod 

a) Pull out the heating rod wise(figure 48) and temperature sensor wise(figure 49) which used in steam generator 

 

c) Move over the water pump, pull out the steam generator assembly at the left side. 

（51） 

d) Remove the asbestos, unscrew the fastening screw(figure 52)，pull out the heating rod replace new one. 

（52） 

e) After that, install according to the inverted procedure 

If the heating rods is OK, should change the sensor in steam generator: 

a) pull out the heating rod wise and the steam generator temperature sensor wise（figure 41/42） 

bolt generator steam and pump water the fix to use which b) At the sterilizer bottom unscrew the assembly ( figure 50)  

（ 48 ） （ 49 ）  （ 50 ）  
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（41） （42） 

b) At the bottom of the sterilizer unscrews the bolt which use to fix the water pump and the steam generator assembly. 

（43）  （44） 

Pull out the pipe on steam generator, remove the water pump, take out the steam generator assembly; unscrews the 

bolt which use to fix the temperature sensor, when take a new temperature sensor install according to the inverted 

procedure. 

6 E5 Error 
The condition of “E5” appear: 

When“sterilization”is finished. Drain water for 10 minters, the pressure in the chamber is still over 50 kpa. 

Related Parts： water drain valve、air-

vacuum choose valve 

Solution: change water drain valve, run a 134/solid program. If is OK, the water drain valve is broken. If still E5,change 

air-vacuum choose valve 

（ figure 43 ） ；  
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7 E51 Error 

The condition of “E51” appear: 

The temperature in the chamber <=0℃ 

Related Parts： 

The temperature sensor in the chamber. 

Solution: 

Check temperature where the sterilizer is putted must be >0℃ 

If temperature where the sterilizer is putted is >0℃,replace the temperature sensor in the chamber. 

Air-vacuum choose valve  

Water drain valve  
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8 E52 Error 

The condition of “E52” appear: 

The temperature outside the heating ring<=0℃ 

Related Parts： 

The temperature sensor outside the heating ring. 

Solution: 

Check temperature where the sterilizer is putted must be >0℃ 

If temperature where the sterilizer is putted is >0℃,replace the temperature sensor outside the heating ring. 

9 E6 Error 

The condition of “E6” appear: 
The door is opened, when the device is running. 

Related Parts ：  The 

door detector switch. 

Solution: 

Close the door. check the door detector switch is closed. 
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If not: 

Dismantle down the decoration board，unscrew the bolt（figure 66）； 

Anti-clockwise holding the knob tightly (67), screw the bolt tightly, after that install the decoration board. 

（66） （67） 

10 E61 Error 
The condition of “E61” appear: 

Running 134℃ program, the temperature in the chanmber >140℃ Running 

121℃ program, the temperature in the chanmber >127℃ 

Related Parts ：  the temperature 

sensor in the chamber. 

Solution: 

Replace the temperature in the chamber. 
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11 E62 Error 

The condition of “E62” appear: 

The temperature outside the heating ring>190 ℃ 

Related Parts： the temperature sensor outside 

the heating ring. 

Solution: 

Enter the SERV menu, set TEM DIS on, power off, power on. Check T2 diaplay in the screen >280℃ 

If not: 

Maybe the fixing of this sensor is loose, change the place of fixing this sensor a little and fix it tight. 

If yes: 

Change this sensor. 

12 E63 Error 
The condition of “E62” appear: 

The steam generator’s temperature <=0℃ or The steam generator’s temperature >230℃ 

Related Parts： the temperature sensor in the 

steam generator. 

Solution: 

Check temperature where the sterilizer is putted must be >0℃ 

If temperature where the sterilizer is putted is >0℃,replace the temperature sensor in the steam generator. 
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13 E7 Error 

The condition of “E7” appear: 

The local air pressure <70 kpa. 

Solution: 

Open the door, power off, power on, waiting 15 seconds. 

14 E8 Error 

The condition of “E8” appear: 

In raise period, every 5minters , the temperature in the chamber raise <3℃ 

Related Parts： air relief valve、air inlet valve、Water pump、water feed valve、Water drain valve、Three-way solenoid 

valve、 

Temperature controller、Temperature sensor、Steam generator stand、Steam generator Spring type gasket 

Firstly run a 134℃/solid program again to see whether it’s caused because water is not added in time in the operation 

process. 

Reason: 

There is something wrong with the water inlet pipeline or the barrel seal (pipeline connected with the barrel. Water inlet 
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The concrete problems are: 

(1) Pipeline fracture; 

(2) Air relief valve leaks gas; 

(3) Air inlet valve leaks gas; 

(4) Water pump is damaged; 

(5) Water feed valve is destroyed; 

(6) Water drain valve and three-way valve (air-vacuum choose valve) leak gas at the same time; 

(7) Steam generator is blocked. 

14.1 Pipeline fracture 

Decision method: 

After dismantling the upper cover, see whether the three pipes shown are broken 

(Figure 70) 

（70） 

pipeline is as the red sign in the following picture:  

（ 69 ）  
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Maintenance method: 

Get a new silica gel pipe to replace the broken one. 

14.2 Air relief valve leaks gas 

Decision method: 

Operate the procedure and see whether it alarms under the pressure of 0.1~0.3 and there is no water residue on the air 

filter (Figure 71). If yes, it means air relief valve leaks gas. 

Maintenance method: 

Change the air relief valve, pay attention that the arrow point on the valve base has to be upward. 

（71） 

14.3 Air inlet valve leaks gas 

Decision method: 

Operate the procedure and see whether it alarms under the pressure of 0.1~0.2 and there is no water residue on the air 

filter (Figure 51). If yes, it means air inlet valve leaks gas. 

Maintenance method: 

Replace the air inlet valve, pay attention that the arrow point on the valve base has to be outward. 

14.4 Water pump is damaged 

Decision method: 

Operate the procedure and see whether it alarms under the pressure of –p, and the water pump has no action (the sound 

of water pump beating water can’t be heard). 
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Maintenance method: 

a) Find the water pump (water pump is behind the control panel). 

b) After dismantling control panel fix board (together with control panel), dismantle the pipeline and connection wire 

connected with the water pump, screw off the four screws that fix the footpad of the water pump at the bottom of the 

machine and take out the water pump. 

c) Install the water footpad on the new water pump and install according to the inverted procedure. 

14.5 Water feed valve is destroyed 

Decision method: 

Operate the procedure and see whether it alarms under the pressure of –p, and the water pump operates (the sound of 

water pump beating water can be heard). 

Maintenance method: 

Replace the water feed valve (see Figure 72 for the position of water feed valve), the procedure is as follows: 

a) After dismantling control panel fix board (together with control panel), dismantle the pipeline and connection wire 

connected with the water feed valve, screw off the four screws that fix the footpad of the water feed valve at the 

bottom of the machine and take out the water feed valve. 

b) Get a new water feed valve and install it according to the inverted procedure; when install it, pay attention that the 

arrow point signal on the valve body has to face the water pump. 

（72） 
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14.6 Water drain valve and three-way valve (air-vacuum choose valve) leak gas at the 

same time 

Decision method: 

Operate the procedure and see whether it alarms under the pressure of 0.2~0.5. If yes, it means water drain valve and 

three-way valve (air-vacuum choose valve) leak gas at the same time. 

Maintenance method: 

a) Change the water drain valve, pay attention that the arrow point signal on the valve base or the number mark 2 has 

to be upward. 

b) Wash three-way valve (air-vacuum choose valve) 

After dismantling the three-way valve (air-vacuum choose valve), wash the spool with branch water after taking it out with 

hex wrench (Figure 73/74). Install it according to the inverted procedure. 

（73） （74） 

14.7 Steam generator is blocked 

Decision method: 

Operate the procedure to see whether it alarms under the pressure of 0.5~1.3. If yes, it means the steam generator is 

blocked. You can also change a new steam generator and operate the procedure to see whether it alarms; if it doesn’t 

alarm after changing, it means the steam generator is blocked. 

Maintenance: 

Clean the steam generator 

a) Pull out the steam generator (Figure 75), remove the asbestos, Unscrews the two screws which used to fix the 

temperature sensor, Pull out the temperature sensor, When pulling out the heating rod wire plug connected on the 

temperature controller. (Figure 76) 

（75） （76） 
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b) Unscrew the screw on the steam generator, pay attention that don’t destroy the temperature controller (Figure 76) 

when screw the two screws that fix the temperature controller. 

c) Clean the impurity and sediment on the groove of the steam generator (Figure 77). 

（77） 

d) Install the steam generator according to the inverted procedure, when install it you should notice whether the seal 

ring of the steam generator is out of shape or aging; if yes, it needs to be replaced. 

15 E9 Error 

The condition of “E9” appear: 

In sterilization period, for 134℃ program ,the pressure below than 180kpa; for 121℃ program ,the pressure below than 

80 kap 

Related Parts： 

Water pump, the heating rods 

Solution: 

Check the heating rods by ohmmeter, the electric resistance of the heating ring is between 90Ω~105Ω。 

If all the heating rods are OK, replace the water pump. 

a) Find the water pump (Figure 78). 

（78） 
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b) Dismantle the pipeline and connection wire connected with the water pump, screw off the four screws that fix the 

footpad of the water pump at the bottom of the machine and take out the water pump. 

c) Install the water footpad on the new water pump and install according to the inverted procedure. 

16 E10 Error 

The condition of “E10” appear: 

The electromagnet is is wrong place: 

1)power on, The electromagnet is closed; 

2)start to run program, The electromagnet is opened; 

3)the program is finished, The electromagnet is closed 

Related Parts ： 

The electromagnet 

Solution: 

Push the handle to the maximize position, running a program to check E10 is happened again. 

If happened again: 

Maybe the electromagnet is block, 1)open the door, enter SERV error judgement lock, the enter password is “03115”. Press 

“OK” to change the electromagnet’s state. If the electromagnet can’t open or close, you should take down the 

electromagnet, and test again, if now the electromagnet can open and close. You should adjust the place of fixing the the 

electromagnet. Make sure the electromagnet can open and close easily. 
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17 E11 Error 

The condition of “E11” appear: 

The electromagnet is open when the program is running. 

Solution: 

If can’t replace the electromagnet.  
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18 E12 Error 

The condition of “E12” appear: 

The vacuum not reach -70 Kpa 2 times during the program which have 3 times vacuum. 

Related Parts： 

vacuum pump. 

hole.  a running to Start the into is electromagnet the check program, 

If not , hole.  into enter can it make , 90) pic electromagnet(see the adjust the 

( pic 90)  
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Solution: 

Replacer the vacuum pump 

19 E99 Error 

The condition of “E99” appear: 

Cpus can’t communicate with each other 

Related Parts： the data line between display 

and control board. 

Solution: 

Check the data line between display and control board, make sure the connector of the data line are tight. 


